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Abstract

If CP is violated in any decay process involving leptons it will signify the existense
of a new force (called the X boson) responsible for CP violation that may be the
key to understanding matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. We discuss the
signatures of CP violation in (1) the decay of tau lepton, and (2) the semileptonic
decay of TT, K, D, B and t particles by measuring the polarization of the charged
lepton in the decay. We discuss how the coupling constants and their phases of the
coupling of the X boson to 9 quark vertices and 3 lepton vertices can be obtained
through 12 decay processes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The only particle that exhibits CP violation so far is the neutral K [1] and in a
few years we would know whether B and D mesons will have CP violation from the
B factories. The standard theory of CP violation due to Kobayashi and Maskawa
predicts [2, 3] that there is no CP violation whenever lepton is involved in the decay
either as a parent or as a daughter. This prediction applies for example to the decay
of a muon and a tau lepton or semileptonic decay of a hadron such as TT, K, D, B or
t as shown in Table 1. Since leptons constitute a sizable fraction of the total number
of particles in the universe this is a statement of utmost importance and thus must
be tested experimentally. In order to have CP violation involving leptons we must
go beyond the standard model of Maskawa and Kobayashi. The reasons why in the
standard model leptons can not participate in CP violation are as follows:

1. Unlike KL decay into two pions, all the decays listed in Table 1 involve only a
tree diagram of one W exchange where W is coupled to each quark and leptonic
vertex with one coupling constant in the standard model.

2. T violation or CP violation occurs in quantum mechanics via existence of a
complex coupling constant in the vertex. The phase of this complex coupling
constant can not manifest itself if we have only W exchange diagram, we need
another diagram to interfere with it to obtain its phase. Hence T or CP violation
in the standard model can not occur in the lowest order weak interaction.

Thus if we see CP or T violation in any of the decay processes shown in Table 1
we can infer immediately the existence of another charged boson mediating the weak
interaction. We shall call this new boson the X boson and the diagram involving
the X boson exchange Ax and the standard model diagram Aw as shown in the
figures. In Appendix B we show that the X particle must have spin zero. Since only
the relative phase of the two diagrams matters we shall assume that the coupling
constants appearing in Aw are real and those appearing in Ax are allowed to be
complex.

The only theoretical candidate for the X particle is the charged Higgs bosons
proposed by Lee and Weinberg [4, 5]. The most striking feature of its prediction
is that the heavier the particle the larger the CP violation. This should be tested
experimentally. We shall thus not assume that charged Higgs is the X particle. This
is to avoid having a prejudice against testing CP violation involving lighter particles.
Both the Kobayashi-Maskawa model and the Lee-Weinberg Model are based on the
assumption that CP violation occurs spontaneously, and this may not be true and
must be tested experimentally. Tests of the Standard Model involves testing the
unitarity of the CKM matrix. If any of the 6 unitarity triangles is found to be not
closed then CKM model of CP violation is wrong. If the sum of the absolute squares
of three elements in any row or column is not unity it will also show that CKM matrix



is not unitary. However to prove that all 12 conditions of unitarity of the CKM matrix
experimentally is an impossible task.

The vertex function for hadrons for the X exchange diagram is related to that
for W boson exchange diagram in the quark model, hence no new form factor for X
coupling to hadron is needed. The purpose of this paper is as follows:

1. We give 12 examples of test of CP violation involving leptons in one place so that
experimentalists can choose a most suitable one to carry out the experiment.
After one experiment is found to have T or CP violation, there will be an
onrush of effort to finish all the experiments in the table. We will then know
the coupling constants between X boson and all the quarks and leptons. We
will also know approximately the mass of the X boson.

2. We have avoided purposely to assume that the X boson is the charged Higgs
boson of Lee and Weinberg [4, 5] so that experimenters will not have prejudice
to avoid testing CP violation for light particles. By avoiding a discussion of
the origin of complex phases in the coupling constants for X particles, we can
concentrate on model independent features of CP violation such as the role of
CPT theorem, the role of complex phases due to final state interactions, the
role played by the complex part of the W propagator when it is on the mass
shell such as in the top decay, and the use of polarization in the initial state
and the final states to obtain CP violating effects. We also discuss test of CP
using partially integrated cross section without using polarizations.

3. The X boson could be the particle we need for causing the matter-antimatter
asymmetry in our universe [6, 7].

In Section 2 we treat the semileptonic decay of Tau using r* —> vT + K± + TT°
as an example. This is the only case in Table 1 that involves final state interaction.
We show that only the interference term between s wave from X exchange and p
wave from W exchange diagrams can produce CP violation. In Section 3 we treat
a simple semileptonic decay of a hadron. We chose spin zero hadrons for initial and
final state because they are simplest to analyze. We also chose final hadrons to be
neutral so that we do not have to worry about corrections due to electromagnetic
final state interactions. Since there is no final state interaction, we can have only
the T odd term to look for CP violation. The only T odd term in the problem is
(P3 x P4)" W, where P3, P4 and W are the incident hadron momentum, the outgoing
hadron momentum and the lepton polarization, all measured in the rest frame of the
lepton.

Nelson et al. [8] were the first ones to consider the possibility of CP violation
in the semileptonic decay of tau lepton. However their treatments of the problem
violates many sacred principles such as TCP invariance and rotational invariance
(see Appendix A).



Table 1: Test of CP and T Violations Involving Leptons. (Test of Existence of a New
Boson Responsible for CP Violation.) Determination of Coupling of X Boson to 12
Vertices.

Vertex Experiment (where)
XU<1 1. T+ —+ 7TU + e + + V

Xus 2. T± — K± + w° + i

3. K± -* ir° + /i* + i
Xub 4. B * -> 7T° + T* +
X c d 5. £>± -> x° + ^± +
Xc, 6. D * —> K° + M ± +
A'cb 7. B ± — D ° + T ± +
X t t j 8. <* —> 7T° + T * + V

Xt, 9. *± — i f + r i + i
Xtt, 10 . f•*- —• B + T -f*

.?fei> 1 1 . /x^- —• e^~ + ^ +

Jf^v 12. T± -* M* + *V +

(LA)
- (TCF)

/ (BNL)
u{BF)
v (TCF)
v (TCF)
v(BF)
(FNL)

' (FNL)
v (FNL)
j / e (LA)
Vr (TCF)

Xn/ Obtainable from Experiment 1,2,

Signature of CP, T or CPT violation Obtains
Ci(p^+

Cf(pro
Cf(pffo
Cf (pno
Cf(pvo
Cf (pno
Cf (pK0

Cf(pDo
Cf (p^o
Cf±(pKo

Cf(Wei
Cf(W)li

4, 7, 8, 9

x p^o) • We+ Ci •£ 0 (T) hn(XudXev
•WT±) C+ jt-C~ (CP) hn(XusXTl,

• WT±) C+ jt -C~ (CP) hn(XnsXTU
x pK±) • WT± C+ / C~(CP) bn(Xu3XTl,
X P^±) • W ±̂ Cf ^0 (T) ha(XusXpiu
x p T i ) • Wr± C+ ?t -C~(CPT) Im(Xui>Xr>,
x p^±) • WM± Im(XcaXM^
x Pu±) • W ± Im(XcsXtlv

x pr±) • W r i Im(Xc6A'r1,
x pr±) • WTi hn(XtdXrv
xpT±)-WT± ha(XtsXTu
xpT±)-WT± lm(XtbXTu
x pe±) • W ± Cf ?t 0 (T) Im(^^,/A'el,

b x PM±) • WT± C+ ?4 C-(CPT) hn(X)JVXTl/
10 or 12.

Ref.

) [9]
) [10]

) [11-13]

) [14]
) [14]

[14]
[14]
[15]
[15]
[15]

) [16]
) [16]

2 SEMILEPTONIC DECAY OF TAU

us

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the reaction r —> vr-\-K +TT°. AW is the Standard
Model W± exchange diagram. Ax is the CP violating scalar exchange, X± may or
may not be the charged Higgs boson.

Let us consider the decay r~ —* K~ + TT° + v (see Fig. 1). The CP conserving W
exchange diagram of the Standard Model can be written as

Aw = Vus[(p3 - p4)J-(s) + (p3 (1)

where Vus is the CKM matrix which can be chosen to be real, ps, PA, P2, and p\ are
four momenta of K~, TT°, VT and r respectively, and s = (p3 + PA)2•

The hadronic current in Eq. (1) is a pure vector (not an axial vector) because
K~TT° can only be Jp — 0+ and 1~. Hence

(2)'



In the rest frame of p3 + p4 the zeroth component of J ,̂, denoted by Jro which is
rotationally invariant, represents the s wave and the vector part JT represents the p
wave. The s wave part is thus

ii — ml V~sf+(s)\ (3)Jro —

and the p wave part is

Jr = [2p3r f-(s)} , (4)

where p3r — —p4r is the momentum of K~ in the rest frame of the K~ + TT° system.
The amplitude for the CP nonconserving X scalar boson exchange is

Ax = CXusXrv Jro u{p2)(l + 75) u(pi) (5)

where Xus and Xrv are the complex coupling constants. The proportionality constant
C can be obtained from

0) 10) = cjro = iEi±P*k J(i = _ ^ 5 _ J
' ms — m m — m

and hence

— mu ms — mu

jHt _ u - • (7)

From Eq. 5, 6 and 7, we have

Ax — XusXTl/ fou(p2){l -\- 75)^(^1) , (8)

where

Ms) - " /-(«) + /+(«) ()

is the s wave form factor and its phase is defined by

Ms) = |/o(*)|e"°M • (10)

Only the p wave part of Aw interfering with Ax can produce CP violation [17,18,19].
Therefore instead of f-(s) and /+ (s) in Eq. (1) we write

A T/ \ff \f( * M3
2-M4

2 ^

^)(p3 + Pi)p] u{P2)ln{l - ls)u{p2) (11)

where fi(s) = f-(s) is the p wave form factor, and its phase if defined by

/!(*) = l/xtojc**). (12)



The decay probability of r —• vT -f K + TT° can be written as

1 1 fd3p2 fd3p3 f
= 2M̂  (2^7 2^7 2^7

d3P2 fd
3
P3 fd3P4 4 9 A +

mw2 Aw + =• Ax

where g2/m2
v = G/V2 with G = 1.116 x 1(T5 GeV~2, hence y = 0.2303. Let

We have
+ Tr

(13)

[2Q -priD-l)- D2M2 + D(s + M2) - s - 2(M2 + M2)}

[2Q -Pl{D + l)- D2M2 - D(s + M2) + s - 2{M2 + M4
2)]

+ [2Q • Pl - D(s + M2))2 + (s - M2)(2Mi + 2M\ - s - D2s)}

+2Re(f1f*){w3M1(-2Q • Pl + 2DM2 + s - M2)

+W4M1(-2Q • Pl + 2DM2 - s + M2) + M2[2Q • Pl - D(s + M2)l]}

-SM1Im(fof^)Eps(W,p3,P4,Pi) , (14)

where W3 = W • P3, W4 = W • p4, D = (M2-M2)/s, s = (P3 + P4)
2,Q = P3-p4;

AltXx AyA7 = T ^ + * ^)(>i + M>) [t1 - ^) M + 75)
v / o + n i - 75) ya(i + 75)/o]

= cos(*t)|/o| {-4^3MX
2 - 4W4M

2 + 2M1(-s + M2)} + 2cos(60 - S1 + 5t)|/i|

{W3(-2Q • pi + 2£>M2 - s - M2) + W4(-2(? • Pl + 2DM2 - s + M2)

- D(s + Ml)} - 8|/a| sin(50 - ^ + *0^W?3,P4,Pi) , (15)

where 6t is the CP violating phase in Ax , i.e. XUSXTU = \XusXTU\exp(iSt).
The decay angular distribution of the charge conjugate decay r + •—> VT + iiT+ + 7r°

can be obtained from above by reversing the sign of the four momenta, i.e. piM —>
—p'lM, etc., but keeping the polarization vector unchanged. The strong interaction
is invariant under charge conjugation so /o, / 1 , 0̂ and £1 remain unchanged. The
complex phase 6t for causing T violation changes sign because of hermiticity of the
Hamiltonian and this sign change also insures TCP invariance [17, 18, 19].

Observations:
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1. Since cos(—8t) = cos(St), the interference term between the s wave part of Aw,
represented by terms associated with |/o| in Eq. (15), and the Ax is not CP
violating. Only the s-p interference represented by the term with | / i | in Eq.
(15) can have CP violation. [See also Appendix A, and [17, 18, 19].]

2. The coefficients of terms proportional to cos(6o — <̂i + St) is T even because these
terms cannot violate CP in the limit So — Si = 0 according to the TCP theorem.
Similarly the coefficient of term proportional to sin(<5o — Si + £<) is T odd for
similar reasons.

3. The purpose of the experiment is to find out whether CP is violated by com-
paring the decay r~ —>• vr + K~ + w° with that of CP conjugate decay r + —>•
vT + K+ + 7T°. St ^ 0 or 7T means CP violation. From the T even part of Eq.
(15) and that for r + decay, the CP violation is proportional to

cos(<So — Si + 6t) — cos(S0 — Si — St) = 2 sin(6i — So) sin St (16)

and for the T odd term we have

sin(<So — Si + St) — sin(^0 — <̂i — St) = 2cos(&t — So)sinSt . (17)

These two equations tell us three important things:

• CP violation comes from the imaginary part of the coupling constants, i.e.
sin<5i, as expected.

• If there is no final state interactions, i.e. Si = So = 0, only the T odd part
can have CP violation in agreement with the TCP theorem.

• Near the K* resonance, we have <!>i ~ \ IT and <?>o ~ 0, hence the T odd part
hardly contributes to CP violation whereas the T even part contributes
maximally near the resonance.

4. We notice that other than the phase functions, the square of the s wave part and
sp interference part of Eqs. (14) and (15) have identical expressions. Only the
square of the p wave in Eq. (14) is unique there. These functions are something
like the relativistic version of Legendre polynomials and thus universal in all
similar calculations.

5. For the Tau-Charm Factory, the production of r is more than 99% s wave [17],
hence the T polarization is either along the initial electron beam direction or
opposite to it depending upon the beam polarization. The r angular distribution
is almost isotropic and the decay length is negligible. This means the production
angle must be integrated. In the B factories, about 25% of the cross section is
d wave so polarization of the r is only about 75% even if the incident beam is
100% polarized. On the other hand, in the B factories the energy of the r is
high enough to have observable trajectory, so the production angle for r* need
not be integrated.



6. The spin independent term [2Q • pi — D(s + M-p)] in Eq. (15) averages to zero
when integrated with respect to the direction of p\. Thus it was ignored in
Ref. [17]. However, Mirkes and Kuhn have pointed out [10] that if we do not
integrate completely but only partially the phase space of pi we can obtain a
test of CP violation without using the polarized beam. In the following we
summarize their discovery.

2.1 Test of CP violation in the semileptonic decay of r with-
out using polarized r

11-96
8252A2

Figure 2: Definition of angles a, /?, and z/v used in Fig. 3.

In the rest frame of ps + p$ the term we are interested in (Eq. (15)) can be written
as [see Fig. 2]

where Qr and p\r are the 3 vector of Q and p\ in the rest frame of p^ + p4. We
notice that So — 6\ + St is a function of s alone. So we hold s fixed and plot the decay
distribution as a function of cos a if the direction of T is known. This distribution is
different for T + and r~ decay if CP is violated. Thus one can obtain 8t by comparing
the cos a distributions of r + and r~ decay (see Fig. 3).

In the Tau-Charm Factory, the direction of r* is not measurable. Mirkes and
Kuhn pointed out that even in this case one can still measure 6t by plotting the decay
distribution as a function of cos/9 cos^/v where f3 and ipr are the azimuthal angles
of p3r and pir, respectively, with the z axis that is in the direction of (p3 + P4)iab



Events

IPwavel

cos|5 cos\|/r
or cos a

s-p interference

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the test of CP violation in tau decay without using
polarized r. CP violation is manifested by the difference in slopes of the straight line
labeled s-p interference between T~ and r + decays.

as shown in Fig. 2. Even though p\ is not measured experimentally, its component
along the z direction in the laboratory is confined along the surface of a cone around
the z axis, because

= 0 = (pi - p3 - PA? = - 2(E3 2plg\p3 + PA\ • (19)

The z component of p\ in the rest frame of p$ + PA can be obtained by boosting along
the direction of z as shown in Fig. 2.

Plrz = \Plr\ COS ̂ r = -

with

Now cos a in Eq. (18) is (see Fig. 2)

cos a — cos f3 cos i\)r + sin ft sin ^>r cos <f> .

(20)

(21)

(22)

After integrating with respect to <j>, the second term drops out and thus by comparing
the distributions of decay events as a function of cos /3 cos tpr for r + and r_ we can
find out if CP is violated (see Fig. 3).

Physically, the CP violation in this case can be understood in the following way:

and

where prime means the corresponding quantity for the charge conjugate particle.
ThusCPQr-plr(CP)-1 = Q'r-f?lr.

This means that the coefficient of Qr -p\ must be equal to that of Q'T -plr if CP is
conserved. When p\ is not observed we simply replace it with the <p averaged direction



of pi as the z axis, and instead of plotting the events as a function of cos a, we plot
the events as a function of cos /3 cos ipT in order to find out whether CP is violated
(see Fig. 3).

Since QT • piT is T even, we must have final state interaction phases to have CP
violation for this kind of test.

As this stage we might ask whether polarized r± 5s are still needed for testing CP
violation in r decay. Let me give my opinion on this subject:

1. For a test of T violation in r* —+ vr + [i* + i/M the polarized r is absolutely
necessary because (WT x p^) • W^ is the only T violating quantity one can
construct. This reaction involves only leptons, thus if one finds CP violation in
this reactions we can conclude that a pure leptonic system violates CP.

2. If r is polarized we can check CP violation using W3, W4 and W • (p3 x p4)
terms, this is equivalent to quadrupling the number of events compared with
using angular asymmetry discussed above.

3. Since the polarization vector can be reversed, we can check whether the CP
violating effect is real or not by switching the sign of the polarization.

4. The overall production rate can be increased by a factor (1 + W1W2) where wi
and W2 are longitudinal polarization of e~ and e+ respectively (see Ref. [17]).

3 SEMILEPTONIC DECAY OF HADRONS

(a) W exchange (b) X exchange

P4 \ VT P4 *

Figure 4: Feynman diagrams for the reaction B —+ D° + r~ + vr. Aw and Ax are
explained in the caption of Fig. 1.

This subject has been treated fully by many people in conjunction with Weinberg's
three Higgs doublet model [12, 13, 14]. For tau decay we have final state interactions
but here we selected final states so that they have neither strong nor electromagnetic
final state interactions. Since there is no final state interaction we have £1 = <50 =
0 and thus cos(#i — 60 + 6t) = cos(6t) = cos(—8t) and hence we cannot have CP
or T violation coming from T even terms such as S • p3 and S • p4 or polarization
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independent angular distributions. The only possible T or CP violating term is
sm6tEps(pi,S,p3,p4). In the rest frame of the lepton, p\ — M\, we have

Eps(pi,S,p3,p4) = Mi(p3 x p4) • S,

where S is the direction of the spin of p\. When the lepton is an unstable particle such
as r or /i, the polarization can be analyzed by measuring the energy angle distribution
of a decay particle and hence S is replaced by the momentum of any of the decay
particles of r.

Let us consider the decay B^ —> D° + T ± + vT as an example. The Feynman
diagrams for W exchange and X exchange are shown in Fig. 4. We assume that
the X exchange contribution to be much smaller than the W exchange one, and thus
we ignore |Ax|2 compared with |.AVF|2 and the interference between the two. The
treatment here is similar to the previous section dealing with the tau decay, except
here we do not have to separate out the p wave and s wave parts in Aw because we
do not have to deal with the phase shift due to the final state interactions.

Aw = VcbJ^u(Pl)^{l - 75MP2) (23)

where

J, = (D° I ^ (0 )7^6(0 ) | B~) = (p3 - P4)J-(t) + (Pa + P4)J+(t) (24)

where p\, p2, P3, and p$ are defined in Fig. 4 and t = (p^ — p$)2.

Ax = XcbXri/ (D° |&(0)&(0) \,B-)u(Pl)(l - 7b)v(P2) . (25)

Now

TOC — ra& mc — nib mc — rni

/o • (26)
m mi

The decay rate and decay distribution can be calculated by:

T(B~ -*D° + r-+ FT) = (27)

2E-J IFj 2E~2 * ^ -
1 1

2MB (2TT)5 J IE.

Let

V = /_(jf3- y4)

y* = /* (y3_ j(4)

11

r . . iAw + —o- Axmf̂  mx
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We have

A T r

0 i [ - 75)
= |/_ \2{(S • p3)2Mf - {S • pA)2Ml + Ml(t - Ml)}

+|/+|2{(S' • p3)2Mi hp-fr-t + AMI] + (S • PA)2MX hp-fr + t - 4M3
21

-4{p • prf + 4(p • pi)(M| - Ml) + (Ml - t){2M2 + 2M4
2 - t)}

+Re(f-fl)Us • p3)2M\ \2p • pi - t + Ml] + (S • p4)2Mi \—2p -fr-t + Ml]

+AMl(-p-Pl+Mi - Ml)} - Slm(f.fl)M1Eps(SiP3ip4,Pi) (28)

where S is the direction of spin of r and p = p3 + p4.

AwAx + AxAw

(21 VchXchXTV | ̂ ) =

Tr ,
75 ^)(A + Afi) [(1 - 75) A( l + 75)V/o + V(l - 75) y2(l + 75)/o]

:){(^ • P^Ml - (S • Pi)AMl + 2M1(t - Ml)}

+ cos(6t)(f0fl){2(S • p3) [2p.fr-t + Ml] + 2(5 • p4) [~2p -fr-t + Ml]

+4M1(-p-Pl + Af3
2 - Ml)} - 8sm(St)(for+)Eps(S,p3,p4,Pl) , (29)

where p = ^3+^4 , 6t is the CP violating phase in Ax , i.e. Xci,XTl, = \Xci,XT^ \ exp(i8t).
Since there is no final state interaction we assume all form factors to be real. Since
only the relative phase between Aw and Ax is observable we assume the KM matrix
element to be real.

APPENDIX A—Comments on Nelson et al.'s
paper.

In this appendix I would like to resolve two conflicting results in the literature. Nelson
et al. [8] discussed in a series of papers the possibility of CP violation in the decay
T*- —> vT + p± and my papers [17, 18, 19] which showed that in the decay r* —»•
vr + TT* + Tr0 CP violation can occur only through the interference of two Feynman
diagrams; one with p wave final states, and the other with s wave final states for
Tr* + TT°. Since /?* can have only p wave final states, Nelson et al. must have made a
mistake somewhere. I first show that Nelson et al.'s result violates TCP and then show
that the reason for this violation is that their assumption of arbitrary amplitude for
different helicity amplitudes for the decay r* —» uT + p* violates rotational symmetry.

Let A{hp-, hv) be the helicity amplitude of r " —>• vr -f p~ in the rest frame of r~
and B(hp+, h-p) be the corresponding amplitude for r + —> VT + p+. If we ignore the

12



final state interaction between v and p we have

(TCP)A(hp-,K)(TCP)-1 = B{-hp+,-K-) . (30)

Nelson et al. proposed to measure

•A(-l>~2) _ _ _ |_ \JfSa

and
' 2) _ _

M ~ b ~

They suggested that \ra\ ̂  |rj,| and /?a ̂  $, would indicate CP violation in r* —>
u + p±. Equation (30) says that these two inequalities will also violate TCP. Hence
they are not viable tests of CP. TCP is violated usually when any of the following
three is violated: (1) Lorentz invariance, (2) hermiticity of Hamiltonian, and (3) spin
and statistics.

In the following we show that ra ^ r& defined in Eqs. (30) and (32) violates
rotational symmetry that is part of the Lorentz symmetry required for CPT and thus
CPT is violated in Nelson et al.'s papers.

For the left-handed and massless neutrino, the matrix element of r~ —*• vT + p~
can be written uniquely and covariantly as

A(hT-,hv,hp-) = gu(pv,ht/)'yll(l - 75)u(pT-,/iT)eM(/ip-) (33)

and similarly the matrix element of r + —> 77T + /?+ can be written as

A'(hT+,hv,hp+) =g'u(pT+,hT+)-f^(l - 7 S ) U ( P F , M C M ( A P + ) • (34)

If we ignore the final state interaction between p and v, we have from hermiticity
g' — g*. If we assume further T invariance then g and g' must both be real and
equal to each other. The imaginary part of g [or g'] that causes T violation cannot be
measured unless there is another Feynman diagram B that is different in structure
from A interfering with A. For if the structure is similar, we have B = CA and thus

A+B + B+A = (C + C*)A+A (35)

and the phase of g (or g') is unmeasurable.
Since Eq. (33) is unique for r~ decaying into p~ + v, the diagram B cannot have

a different structure from A, thus one cannot have T violation in r~ —> vr + p~. The
diagram B must contain s wave for TT~ + n° system in order to avoid the cancellation
of phases shown in Eq. (35).

In the rest frame of p, t^ can have only three components e ,̂ ey, and ez with
e0 = 0. We have thus

) {7r) {7^) • (36)
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£zlz contributes to A(—|, —|, 0) and the term (ex + iey)/\/2 (/yx — iiz)/'v2 contributes
to A ( + | , —|, 1). The term (7^ + ir)y)l\/2 (tx — ity)/v2 gives zero because it projects
out the right-handed neutrino. This shows that the rotational invariance demands

Thus \ra\ 7̂  \rb\ and fta ^ $, in Eqs. (31) and (32) violate rotational symmetry, hence
this is not a viable test of CP! The values of ra and r^ depend upon the Lorentz frame.
Using explicit representation of spinors of u and v given in Ref. [20], one obtains in
the rest frame of p:

V2 (37)
A ( - l , - | ,

We notice that the phase differences /?„ and $, are meaningless quantities because
the states with different helicities are orthogonal to each other and thus they do not
interfere, hence their phase difference can never be measured! Usually the phase
difference depends upon the convention chosen and it is an irrelevant quantity. For
example, the — sign in Eq. (37) is due to my choice of (tx — iey)/y/2 to represent a
p with negative helicity. Had I chosen — (ex — iey)/y/2, the negative sign in Eq. (37)
would not be there. This shows that the phase convention between different helicity
states should not have any observable consequence. Nelson et al.,'s statement that
j3a =£ 0 or /3b 7̂  0 implies a violation of T invariance in the absence of final state
interaction is thus erroneous.

I would also like to make a comment on the method of stage-two spin-correlation
(s2sc) advocated in Nelson et al.'s paper. The method consists of calculating the
density matrix of p first and then calculating the decay distributions of TT~ and TT°
from p~ decay using the helicity formalism. They claim using this method one can
measure \ra\, | r j | , /3O, and $, and thus test CP violation. The method must be all
wrong because \ra\ 7̂  |rj | violates rotational symmetry and j3a and /?& are meaningless
quantities as shown above. Let me show why it is wrong.

The matrix element for the process

p

U 7T~ + 7T°

can be written covariantly using the Breit-Wigner p propagator:

(38)

where p = p3 + p4 and q — p3 — p4 with p3 = pv- and p4 = pno, py = pr, and
P2 = Pu- The rest of the calculation follows the usual procedure of Feynman diagram
calculation. There is no need to introduce the density matrix for p, there is no need
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to decompose Eq. (38) into helicity amplitudes, and the result is given essentially by
the p wave part of Eq. (14), i.e. the coefficient of | / i | 2 in Eq. (14). Since the only
place one can produce CP violation in Eq. (38) is the weak coupling constant g being
complex and since it is squared in the cross section, there is no way CP violation can
be observed using Eq. (38), we need interference with X boson exchange to observe
CP violation.

I would like to emphasize that the only way I know how to construct a T or CP
violating theory without violating any sacred physics principle is to have a complex
coupling constant somewhere in the theory. Hence all tests of T and CP should have
direct bearing on how the proposed test can uncover this complex coupling constant.
Had Nelson et al. done this, they would have discovered that the tests they have
proposed have nothing to do with T or CP violation.

Another remark I would like to make is pedagogical: one should avoid doing the
two-step calculation of calculating the density matrix of the intermediate particle and
then its decay as is done by Nelson et al. It should be treated in one step with a
propagator like Eq. (38). This way of treating the production of an unstable particle
and its subsequent decay was first done in Ref. [21].

We should also avoid unnecessary use of D functions and Wigner rotations oc-
curring in the helicity formalism such as done in Nelson et al.'s paper. Most of the
problems in high energy physics can be done covariantly. In Nelson et al.'s case, a
problem that can be described covariantly in two lines turned into a ten page Physical
Review nightmare with wrong results, because of the use of the two-step process and
a noncovariant helicity formalism.

In Appendix C we show that TI^TF0 must be in / = 2 s state (Gell-Mann-Levy's
a article) in the scalar exchange diagram. The quark model of hadrons du and ud
can only be in / = 1 state and thus I = 2 is forbidden by isospin conservation in
the strong interaction. Thus the decay mode, r* —> vT -f- 7r± -f 7T° discussed in Ref.
[17], is not a very good candidate for discovering the CP violation despite of its large
branching ratio. To investigate whether the vertex Xud has an imaginary part the
best candidate is probably the decay process, r* —+ 3K -f- v that was discussed by
Choi et al. [22]

I should mention that C. A. Nelson's paper was the first one to look into CP
violation in r decay. Even though it proved to be wrong, I am grateful for their effort
because it interested me and caused me to look into the problem.

APPENDIX B—Can X± boson have spin 1?

The answer is no, because the axial and vector parts of the interaction do not interfere
in the final state. Similar to the W± boson, the W'*1 boson can couple to quarks with
either vector (V) or axial vector (A) current if its spin is 1. Vector coupling can
have final states Jp = 0+ and 1~, whereas axial vector coupling can have Jp = 0~
and 1 + . For example, the final state K± + 7r°, JP — 0~ and 1+ are not possible, so
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only the vector current can participate for both W and W and the rest of the final
strong interactions are identical in two cases. The matrix element for W must be
proportional to that for W for any particular final state. Let MQ be the CP conserving
W exchange diagram and Mi be the CP violating W exchange diagram. Since for
every hadronic final state only either V or A contributes, we have

Mx = cM0 . (39)

In this case the interference between Mo and Mi is

Mo (40)

and hence even if there is a CP violating complex phase in Mi, it will not be observ-
able. Thus no CP violation is observable in the semileptonic decay of r when X is a
spin 1 particle. For pure leptonic decay, W will not contribute to the CP violation
as long as neutrinos in the W exchange have a definite helicity. In this case only the
portion of the W exchange diagram which is similar in structure to the W exchange
diagram will interfere with the latter and again no complex CP violating phase in the
W exchange diagram could be detected for exactly the same reason as shown in Eq.
(40). We conclude that we need to consider only spin 0 particle exchange interfering
with the W exchange diagram to produce non-CKM-type CP violation.

In Ref. [16] it was shown that only spin 0 X exchange interfering with W exchange
can produce CP violation in pure leptonic decay of r.

APPENDIX C—Can 2?r decay mode of r violate
CP?

The answer is yes, but very small because of quark model and isospin conservation.
The final state 7r± + 7r° from spin 0 ̂ exchange must be in s state and isospin 1 — 2

because of statistics. In the quark model the scalar X± is coupled to ud or du which
has 7 = 1. Since we are dealing with strong interactions after ud and du are formed,
the final state must sill have 7 = 1. An 7 = 2 state cannot be obtained from an 7 = 1
if isospin is conserved. Isospin is violated by electromagnetic interactions and by mass
difference between u and d quarks. The mass difference between TT* and x° is caused
mostly by the latter. Since the mass difference between TT* and TT0 is about 3.5%, we
expect isospin conservation is broken by a few percent. In principle, the imaginary
part of of the coupling constant Xud can also be obtained from CP violation in the /5
decay of TT+: TT+ —> ir° + e+ + v [9]. We need to investigate further in detail how the
transversal polarization of a positron can be measured experimentally.
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